
Jalema believes in a sustainable future and chooses PaperWise

We are used to cardboard being made from trees. But this does 

not necessarily have to be so. The Secolor Tree-Free folders are 

produced without using a single tree. The Secolor Tree-Free folder 

range is made from PaperWise cardboard. This cardboard is entirely 

made of agricultural waste that would normally be burned in the 

open air.

80% of agricultural crops, 
such as the stems and leaves, 
are burned. This agricultural 
waste is given a second life. 
The wood fiber in the Secolor 
Tree-Free folder is 100% 
replace by agricultural waste.

In addition to the 
environmental benefits, we 
ensure farmers in developing 
countries receive additional 
income from selling the 
agricultural waste. 

The environmental impact 
associated with the 
production of this cardboard, 
as measured from plant to 
finished product, is lower than 
FSC®  cardboard made from 
wood fibres and lower than 
traditional recycled cardboard.

Reduced eco footprint More income for 
farmers

Tree-Free. But how?

Sustainable Secolor Tree-
Free folders made without 
trees. 

Contribute simply to the environment0%
MADE OF
TREES

SECOLOR TREE-FREE FOLDERS

(source: LCA calculation by IVAM)
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Jalema believes in a sustainable future and chooses PaperWise

Order your folders and make an impact

Secolor Tree-Free Clipexmap
Provided with the document-friendly attachment 
mechanism JalemaClipex. The JalemaClipex 
contains no plasticizers and does not affect 
documents. Packed per 10 pieces.  

Secolor Tree-Free Pocket File
Intended for the loose-leaf filing of documents 
that cannot be per forated. Packed per 10 pieces.

Art. nr. 3823311    A4
Art. nr. 3823811    Folio

Secolor Tree-Free File Cover 
Cardboard cover for all storage needs. Available 
with and without tab. Packed per 10 pieces.

Art. nr. 3863111    A4
Art. nr. 3863511   Folio
Art. nr. 3864111   A4 with tab
Art. nr. 3864511    Folio with tab

Secolor Tree-Free Document Folder 
Ideal for storing and transporting documents. 
With 3 flaps so documents will not fall out. 
Packed per 10 pieces.  

Secolor Tree-Free Fastener File with Strip
With simple metal quick fastener and cover. 
Packed per 10 pieces.

Secolor Tree-Free Insertion File
A collection file that keeps small numbers 
of loose documents together. Packed per 
10 pieces.

SECOLOR TREE-FREE FOLDERS
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